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Case Reports
Pseudo-ataxia due to Osteoid Osteoma
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Abstract
Background: Ataxia is diagnosed by typical features on examination suggestive of a cerebellar etiology and can invoke extensive diagnostic testing. Osteoid
osteomas (OOs) are benign bone tumors of the lower limbs that occasionally present with focal neurological signs.
Case Report: A 3-year-old male presented with apparent progressive gait ataxia and non-specific leg pain. Initial imaging was unremarkable. However,
12 months later, a lesion was identified in the distal right femur, which was found to be an OO. The gait disorder and pain resolved after surgery.
Discussion: This case highlights the challenges of diagnosing a gait disorder in young children.
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lower limb such as the femur,4 but may manifest at other locations.5
Diagnosis is based upon imaging. OO can present with a variety of
neurologic symptoms, including muscle weakness and atrophy, diminished tendon reflexes, or gait disturbance,6,7 and it is recognized that
these presentations are often associated with a delayed diagnosis.8,9
Surgery is usually curative, and patients are expected to make a full
recovery after excision of the tumor;10–13 however, a high degree of
clinical suspicion is needed to ensure early diagnosis and treatment.6,14

Introduction
Ataxia is typically diagnosed by the presence of a wide-based gait,
incoordination of limb movements, and typical speech and eye movement abnormalities; investigations are directed at identifying a cerebellar
etiology. Other causes of a wide-based gait, such as proprioceptive
sensory deficit from peripheral neuropathy, psychogenic etiology
(astasia abasia), or cervical myelopathy, can typically be diagnosed by
the presence of other features upon neurologic evaluation. Ataxia is
not uncommon in pediatric neurology and the differential diagnosis is
very broad.1 Neurologic disorders are often challenging to diagnose,
especially in the pediatric population because of the limited ability of
children to identify and verbally articulate specific symptoms. Diagnostic challenges are amplified in settings of limited resources because
extensive imaging studies are often required.
Osteoid osteoma (OO) accounts for approximately 10% of benign
skeletal neoplasms2,3 and usually occurs in boys in the long bones of the
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Case report
A 3-year-old male with no significant medical history or trauma was
referred to our pro bono movement disorders clinic by an orthopedic
surgeon because of a 6-month history of progressive gait problems and
pain. As best as he could communicate, the child described pain in his
lower body and hips. The pain was sufficient to disrupt his sleep;
however, acetaminophen brought relief. Fever often accompanied
1
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the pain. Physical examination showed no tenderness, erythema, or
swelling of the lower limbs.
Neurological examination revealed a markedly wide-based gait
and inability to perform tandem gait or walk on the toes (Video 1).

Deep tendon reflexes were normal, and no abnormality of muscle
tone, strength, or bulk was observed. Neurological examination was
otherwise normal, and no other cerebellar signs involving speech,
eye movements, or upper limb coordination were evident. Radiology
of the hips and lumbar spine were not remarkable (not shown).
X-ray of the right femur was also normal (Figure 1A). Brain and
cervical spinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were normal.
He tested negative for sickle cell disease, human T-cell lymphotropic
virus, and rheumatoid arthritis serology. The alpha-fetoprotein
level was normal, and common laboratory investigations were
not informative.
Six months later, the lower body pain, sleep disruption, fever, and
ataxia worsened significantly. A subsequent set of X-rays showed a
circumscribed opacity on the distal end of the right femur (Figure 1B).
The patient and his mother travelled by air to a neighboring island for
surgical management and follow-up care. Exploratory surgery under
fluoroscopic guidance revealed a mass, which was excised. Histopathology of the excised mass showed features consistent with OO.
The patient’s pain diminished after surgery and subsequently disappeared after 2 weeks. Postoperative radiology shows the bone scar
(Figure 1C). The ability to walk normally was documented 2 months
post surgery (Video 1).
Written informed consent was obtained from the parents of the
patient to publish his clinical history and gait video. Because of the small
population size of the nation where the patient resides, our Institutional
Review Board has requested that we do not reveal the precise location of
this patient and his family to protect their privacy.

Video 1. Gait Disturbance Due to Osteoid Osteoma. Six months after
symptom onset, the patient had a significantly wide-based gait and was unable
to perform tandem gait or walk on his toes. Our retrospective analysis reveals
a subtle gait asymmetry favoring the right leg that is evident while running;
however, no other signs or symptoms localizing to the right leg are evident.
Two months following surgery, the patient is walking normally.

Discussion
This child underwent an extensive, and expensive, neurologic
evaluation of his gait disorder following referral from an orthopedic
surgeon; however, no neurologic basis for the gait disturbance was
found. The term pseudo-ataxia has been used to describe ataxia as

Figure 1. X-rays Showing Osteoid Osteoma of Right Femur (Anterior and Lateral Views). (A) at presentation 6 months after symptom onset, (B) 1 year
after symptom onset, and (C) 2 weeks post surgery.
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a manifestation of an epileptic seizure,15,16 i.e. in the absence of
cerebellar disease. Here, we interpret the manifestation of the gait disorder in our patient as pseudo-ataxia caused by an OO and lower limb
pain, which was not otherwise apparent on initial clinical examination.
On retrospective review of the videos, a subtle gait asymmetry,
favoring the right leg, is evident while running and performing tandem
gait. However, no other signs or symptoms, specifically no focal tenderness, localizing to the right lower limb were identified. Cerebellar
dysfunction resulting in gait ataxia typically also causes other cerebellar signs, such as nystagmus, dysarthria, and limb ataxia; however,
involvement of primarily the cerebellar vermis, as can be seen in alcoholic cerebellar degeneration, may only affect gait. Despite the absence
of other localizing signs, and normal eye movements, speech, and
upper limb coordination, the urgency of identifying a cause such as a
posterior fossa tumor merited neuroimaging. The cost of the brain and
spine MRIs was covered by a local charitable organization as part of a
charitable outreach program.
To our knowledge, OO presenting with pseudo-ataxia has not been
previously reported. The reports of OO with accompanying neurological signs have focused on spinal localization of the tumor.17 Gait
disturbance due to OO has been described in a case report,18 and
limping is known to be caused by this type of tumor.19 Pain is thought
to be due to the abundance of peripheral nerve endings and prostaglandins at the tumor site.14,20,21
A delay in diagnosis is not unusual when OOs present with neurological manifestations.8 Instances where there is a suggestive clinical
history but no changes in the plain radiographs occurs in a small
percentage of cases.2 Computed tomography (CT) scanning offers the
best chance for identification of the nidus;22,23 however, given the low
index of suspicion for a bone lesion and the high cost of CT, further
bone imaging was not considered.
Diagnosis of OO is challenging, especially in the setting of an
economically disadvantaged area in which patients often have to pay out
of pocket for diagnostic examinations such as CT and MRI.24 Other
barriers faced in resource-limited communities stem from limited access
to radiological services.25 Although there have been improvements since
1990, the Caribbean country where this patient resides is below the fifth
decile in terms of healthcare access according to a quality index study
performed in 2017.26
This case highlights the challenges of diagnosing gait disorders
in children, in addition to the insidious presentation of OO. Additionally, we note the added challenges of diagnosing and managing
rare diseases in communities of low socioeconomic status.27–29 It is
clear that early diagnosis and timely treatment require a high index
of suspicion, and an awareness of the possible presentation with
neurological signs in the absence of early radiological findings on a
plain radiograph.30

medical honor society of St. George’s University for donations to pay
for brain and cervical spine MRI.
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